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Abstract

In 1945 Wilcoxon proposed a nonparametric statistical hypothesis test for the

case of two related samples or repeated measurements on a single sample. The

Wilcoxon signed rank test is distribution-free in the sense that its use does not

require assumptions about the form of the distribution of measurements. It can

be used for testing the hypothesis of symmetry. In 2008 Stute introduced a large

class of weighted U-statistics of order statistics that, with a specific choice of

weight and kernel functions, lead to weighted Wilcoxon-type tests for symmetry.

A class of weighted Wilcoxon-type tests includes the classical Wilcoxon test as

a particular case. In this thesis, efficiency properties of weighted Wilcoxon-type

tests for large sample sizes are investigated. The Pitman efficiency of weighted

Wilcoxon-type tests is calculated. Some illustrative examples are included. The

main results of the thesis are new.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Testing for symmetry is an important statistical problem. This topic has been

dealt with in many textbooks on Nonparametric Statistics. When testing sym-

metry of the underlying distribution about a specified point, say zero, we might

wish to test the following hypotheses

#o : F(x) = 1 - F(-x), x E R,

HA:F(x)<l-F(-x), ? G R,

with inequality being strict on a set of positive length. The alternative Ha says

that random variable X with cumulative distribution function F(x) is stochasti-
cally greater than —X. One-sided alternative with inverse inequality sign, and

two-sided alternative Ha '¦ F(x) f 1 — F (—?) on a set of positive length, are also
possible. For illustration consider two examples.

Example 1. Suppose the pair of random variables (T, C), representing a

1
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treatment and control response, respectively, have a joint distribution function

F(t,c). Assume that the treatment and control are assigned independently and
at random to the subjects of the experiment. Then the null hypothesis of no

difference between treatment and control implies that F(t,c) = F(c,t). Let X =
T — C be the usual form for the data analysis. This reduces the problem to a

one-sample location model in which we formulate hypotheses concerning G(x) =
P(X < x).

Under the null hypothesis that F(t, c) — F(c, t) for all (c, t) it follows that
P[T - C < x) = P(C -T < x) = P (-(T -C)<x) and hence X and -X
have the same distribution which means that under the null hypothesis, X is

symmetrically distributed about 0.

If the alternative hypothesis specifies that the treatment effect adds a constant

to the control then we will test H0 : ? — 0 versus Ha '¦ ? > 0, where ? is the center

of the sampled symmetric population of differences.

Example 2. Rosenzweig et al. [5] describe experiments to determine the
effects of environment on brain anatomy. In the experiments three male rats from

each of 12 litters are randomly assigned to a standard laboratory cage, an enriched

cage containing a variety of toys, and an impoverished environment in which the

rats lived in isolation. Various measures of brain weight and enzymatic activity

were taken. For this example, the weight gain of the cortex over a specific period of

time was considered. If we compare rats in an impoverished environment to rats in

an enriched environment, we have a paired-data experiment. Let X and Y denote

the impoverished measurement and enriched measurement, respectively. Then

the basic random variable of interest is D = Y — X . Under the null hypothesis
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of no difference in the effects due to the two environments, D has a distribution

symmetric about 0. If we let ? denote the center of the distribution of D, then the

experiment yields 12 observations Di, ... , Dy2. to test H0 : ? = 0 versus Ha '¦ ? > 0.

Some well-known test statistics used for testing symmetry include signed rank

statistic, Wilcoxon signed rank statistic, Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic, and Cramer-

von Mises statistic. In order to introduce rank statistics for testing symmetry we

need the following definition.

Definition 1. The order statistics X^ < X^2) < · · · < X(n) of a set of real-
valued observations Xi, ... , Xn are the values of the observations positioned in

increasing order. The rank Ri of Xi among Xi,... ,Xn is its position number in

the set of order statistics. More precisely, if Xi, . . . ,Xn are all different (which
is true with probability one in case of sampling from a continuous distribution),
then Ri is defined by the equation

Xi = X(Rt)-

Let sign(x) be —1,0, or 1 if ? < 0, ? — 0 or ? > 0, respectively. Define the
absolute rank R^ of an observation Xi in a sample Xi, ... , Xn as the rank of Xi in
the sample of absolute values |Xi|, . . . , \Xn\- A simple linear signed rank statistic
has the form

1 nTn = —= Y] aR+sign(Xi),

where a?, . . . , an are given numbers called the scores of the statistic. The main

attraction of signed rank statistic is its simplicity and distribution-free property:

under H0 the distribution of signed rank statistic does not depend on the un-
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derlying distribution and is the same over the set of all symmetric distributions.

Consequently, the critical value of a signed rank statistic can be set without fur-

ther knowledge of the "shape" of the underlying distribution. Rank statistics

can be used when little or no information about the shape of the distribution is

available.

For a, = i, the statistic Tn is known as the Wilcoxon signed rank statistic

Wn = iS ATSIgQ(X4)-
¿=1

Large values of this statistic indicate that more observations with large absolute

values are positive. Thus large values of the Wilcoxon statistic suggest that the

mean of the X¿ is bigger than zero and the null hypothesis should be rejected.

There exists a variety of other nonparametric procedures for testing hypothesis

of symmetry, see, for example, [4, Ch. IV].
In this thesis we deal with a family of weighted Wilcoxon-type statistics. The

weights are chosen to make test statistics based on the "middle" portion of ob-

servations by removing smallest and/or largest observations in the sample. The
motivation for using such weighted [/-statistics of order statistics is that in some

experiments smallest and/or largest observations may be outliers, or equipment
used by the experimenter may not be able to "catch" the smallest and largest

measurements precisely. Outliers (observations that are quite far from the bulk
of the data) occur very frequently, even in carefully conducted studies, and may
be coursed by improper calibrated equipment or by recording and transcription

errors. Also, in lifetime testing, one often puts ? items on test and stops sampling
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after the [n(l — a)]th item breaks down. In other words, only the first [n(l — a)]
order statistics are available.

The purpose of this thesis is to study efficiency properties of weighted Wilcoxon-
type statistics for large sample sizes and to find out how the disregard of a portion
of smallest and/or largest observations affect the efficiency of Wicoxon-type tests
for symmetry.

The problem of calculating efficiency of test procedures (or test statistics)
is important, because many test statistics were suggested by their authors for
heuristic reasons without thorough study of their properties. Among a variety of
tests that are often available for testing a statistical hypothesis, the statistician

wants to use the "best" one. The choice of the best test can be done by comparing

test procedures with regard to their efficiency. It is also of importance and interest
to know the "absolute" quality of a test procedure.

The main results of the thesis are new. They include (a) Lemma 4 on page
27 that establishes locally uniform asymptotic normality of test statistics under
consideration and (b) the efficiency results of Chapter 5 that contain formulas for
the Pitman efficiency of weighted Wilcoxon-type statistics.

Now we state precisely the problem of interest and introduce a family of
weighted test statistics for symmetry.



Chapter 2

Statement of the problem and
notation

Let Xi , . . . , Xn be a random sample from a continuous distribution with cu-

mulative distribution function (cdf) F(x — T) and probability density function
(pdf) f(x — T), where / is assumed symmetric about zero, and ? > 0 is a
shift parameter. Put X = (X1,..., Xn). Denote the set of order statistics by
^(i) < X(2) · · · < X(n) ¦ F°r given functions k (kernel) on the plane and J (weight)
on the open unit square I2 — (0, 1) ? (0, 1) that obey certain regularity conditions,
Stute [6] defines the following statistic:

Sn = ^—Y/J(i/(n+l),j/(n + l))k(X{i),XU)). (2.1)
This is a weighted {/-statistic of order statistics of degree 2. For J = I, when there

are no ties (which is true in case of sampling from a continuous distribution) , Sn
becomes a classical [/-statistic of degree 2. The advantage of using weighted U-

6
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statistic of order statistics is that they can be effectively used with various weight

functions, thus producing more flexible test statistics than classical U-statistics.

For the reader's convenience we give here the definition of [/-statistic. Let

X = (Xi,..., Xn) be a random sample from an unknown distribution. For a
kernel function h(x\, . . . , xr), 1 < r < n, that is assumed permutation symmetric
in its r arguments (a given h could always be replaced by a symmetric one),
consider estimation of the parameter

O = Eh(X1,..., Xr).

The statistic h(X\,...,Xr) is an unbiased estimator for T, but it is unnatural
since it uses only the first r observations. The [/-statistic overcomes this problem.
It is defined as follows:

Un = Un(Kr)= (? S??ß?,...,?ßt),
where the sum is taken over the set of all unordered subsets ß of r different in-

tegers chosen from {1, . . . , n}. Since the observations are independent identically
distributed (iid), Un is also an unbiased estimator for T. Moreover, Un is permu-
tation symmetric in X and has a smaller variance than Zi(J5Ci, · · · , Xr)- The latter
fact follows from the representation (see page 161 of [7])

Un = E (h(Xi,.. . , Xr)\X(i),.. . ,X(Ti)) ,

and the fact that conditional expectation is a projection that decreases second
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moment.

A [/-statistic of degree r = 1 is a mean rC1 S™=1 h(Xi). For the kernel
h(xi,x2) = \{x\ — X2)2 of degree 2, the parameter ? — Eh(Xi, X2) = VarXi
is the variance of the observations. The corresponding [/-statistic is

Thus, the sample variance is a [/-statistic of order 2.

The parameter ? = P(X\ + X2 > 0) corresponds to the kernel h(xi,x2) =
I(xi + X2 > 0). The corresponding [/-statistic is

^=(T) S /(*+*,->?).^ ' l<i<j<n

This is the signed rank statistic, which is the average number of pairs (Xi, Xj)
with positive sum Xi + Xj > 0. It can be used as a test statistic for investigating
whether the distribution of the observations is located at zero. If a great pro-

portion of the total pairs (Xi, Xj) yield a positive sum, then we believe that the
distribution is centered to the right of zero. Signed rank statistic is often used for

testing the null hypothesis that the underlying absolutely continuous distribution

function is symmetric about zero: F(x) = 1 — F(—x) for every x. Under this
hypothesis the parameter ? is equal to 1/2, and the asymptotic variance of Un is
1/(Zn). Moreover, under the null hypothesis of continuity and symmetry, the limit
distribution of y/n(Un — 1/2) is normal N(0, 1/3) (see page 164 of [7]) and hence it
is independent of the underlying distribution. The last property assures that the



sequence Un is asymptotically distribut ion-free under the null hypothesis of sym-
metry. This fact makes it easy to set critical values. The test of asymptotically
level a0 rejects H0 if \/3p(?/? - 1/2) > zao for every F in the null hypothesis.

Below the symbol Ia(x) is used for the indicator of the set ^CR, that
is, Ia(x) — 1 if x £ A, and Ia(x) = 0 otherwise. Similarly, IA(x,y) means the
indicator of A C R2, that is, IA(x, y) = 1 if (x, y) e A, and IA(x, y) = 0 otherwise.
Another notation for the indicator function of the set A is 1(A).

Return to the statistic Sn defined in (2.1). We want to use Sn, with a specific
choice of J and k, to test the hypothesis of symmetry versus one-sided alternative:

H0 : F(x) = 1 - F(-x), ? G R,

HA : F(x) < 1 - F(-x), ? G R,

the inequality being strict on a set of positive length. More specifically, we consider
statistic Sn with kernel

k(x,y) = I(x + y<0), (x,y) e~R2,

and weight function

J(U,V) = J0(U)J0(V), J0(u) = I[ati-a](u), (u,v) G P ,

where 0 < a < 1/2 is a parameter that controls the amount of sample used for
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the construction of test statistic:

Sn,a = ( _u X)/[a,l-a]x[a,l-a](»/(rc+ l),j/(n + I))J(X(O + X(j) < 0). (2.2)

For large sample sizes, when a = 0 the test statistic Sn^ is equivalent to the
Wilcoxon signed rank statistic W+ (see Section 4.3 for details). Also, choosing
Jo(fi) = J[O1I-Q](W) and Jq(u) = J[Qil](u) results in the statistics

Snl = „/? u S Zto.i-«]x[o,i-°](V(n + l),J-/(n + 1))J(X(0 +?? < 0),n(n — 1) »T^i

S{nl = ^^?^?[a??a,?}(?/(? + 1),3/(?+1))?(?{?)+??)<0),
?f?

that ignore the largest and the smallest observations, respectively. The statistic

Sn>a can be easily adjusted for testing

H0 : F(x) = 1 - F(-x), ? G R,

HA ¦ F(x) > 1 - F(-x), ? G R.

(see Note 4 in Section 4.3 for details).
In this thesis we deal with a one-sided alternative. There are two main reasons

for this. First, in most practical applications where testing for symmetry is of

interest, a one-sided alternative is used. Second, in case of two-sided alternative,

efficiency study is a more delicate problem. To the best of our knowledge, the

analytic results that allow us, in our settings, to find the Pitman efficiency of test

statistic Sn¡a are not available for a similar problem with the two-sided alternative.
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In [6] the derivation of asymptotic normality of Sn is performed under the
following regularity conditions:

(A) J is twice differentiable on the open unit square /2;

(B) Letting J^ and J^lm\ I, m = 1, 2 denote the first- and second-order partial
derivatives of J, respectively, then for l,m= 1,2

(i) ¡JI2[J{l){u,v)k(F-1(u),F-1(v))]2dudv < oo,
(ii) \jW(u,v)\ < C (u(l - u))~ßl (v(l - v))~ß2 1^m(U)I(O2M(V) for some

real ßu ß2, 0 < ax < O1 < 1 and 0 < a2 < b2 < 1,

R ltt; Ù-lll («(! - ^))1""1 K1 - v)f~ß2 \k (F-1 (U)1F-^v)) \dudv <
oo,

where the 5's may be any arbitrarily small positive numbers if the cor-

responding a and b are positive and less than 1, respectively, and are

equal to zero otherwise.

(C) JJ12[J(U, v)k (F-1 (u), F-1 (v))fdudv < oo.

Note 1. Inspection of the proof of Theorem 1.1 in [6] that establishes asymp-
totic normality of Sn shows that condition (A) can be relaxed: it is enough to
assume that

(A*) J is twice differentiable almost everywhere on the open unit square I2.

Note 2. Condition B(i) is a square integrability condition; condition B(ii)
imposes a restriction on the growth of j('m) on the closed unit square; condition
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B(iii) is an integral restriction on the growth of k(x, y) near the boundary of the
square [0, 1] ? [0, 1]; and condition (C) requires square integrability of the product
J-k.

Note 3. For the test statistic Sn^0, the main object of our investigation,
conditions (A*), (B), and (C) are trivially satisfied. Therefore we can use the
results of Stute [6] on asymptotic normality of Sn.

As shown below, the null hypothesis of symmetry is rejected in favour of

alternative Ha for large values of Snia, that is, the critical region is of the form
{Sn,a > c}. For the shift family {f(x — T) : ? > 0}, where density f(x) is
symmetric about 0, the hypotheses to be tested in terms of parameter ? are

H0: 9 = 0,

?1:?>0.

The alternative H\ is an important particular case of Ha-

In hypothesis testing, the true statistical difficulty is to distinguish between

the null hypothesis and alternative when the hypotheses are close to each other.

Therefore we fix the null hypothesis and let the sequences of alternatives converge
to the null hypotheses at a rate 0{n~1^2), that is, ? = ?? = h/^/ñ, h > 0. Then
in terms of a new parameter h, called local parameter, the hypotheses become

H0 : h = 0,

Hx:h>u.
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In this thesis, for the shift statistical model {f(x — h/y/n) : h > 0} under
consideration, we calculate asymptotic efficiency of the test statistics Sn,a, 0 <
a < 1/2, using the so-called Pitman approach.

Now we introduce some notation used in this thesis. A sequence of ran-

dom variables Xn is said to converge in distribution to a random variable X

if P[Xn < x) —> P(X < x), for every ? at which the limit cumulative distribution
function ? ?—> P(X < x) is continuous. It is denoted by Xn ~» X or Xn —» X.

PPThe symbols ~*· and = denote convergence in distribution and equality in distri-
bution, respectively, under the probability distribution P. The expectation and

the variance with respect to PJj , ? > 0, are denoted by ?? and Varö (with index
? omitted), respectively. The symbol Op(I) is short for a sequence of random
variables or vectors that converge to zero in probability P. The symbol || · ||

denotes the total variation distance \\P — Q\\ — JK \p(x) — q(x)\dx, where ? and q
are densities of P and Q, respectively. The natural logarithm (base e) is denoted
log. We write bn = 0(an), asn-> oo, if Umn^00(OnZa71) = C for some constant
C 7^0.



Chapter 3

Statistical model and its local

asymptotic normality

The study of efficiency properties of the test statistic Sn^ requires some regularity
conditions on the underlying family of distributions. To be precise, we assume

that the family {f(x — T) : ? > 0} of pdfs satisfies the following two conditions:

(Cl) f(x) is absolutely continuous for every ? G R;

(C2) ?? (d log f(X - T)/8T)2\T=0 < oo, where X has pdf f(x - T).

Definition 2. Let I be an interval of the real line R. A function / : / >—> R

is absolutely continuous on / if for every positive number e, there is a positive

number d such that whenever a finite sequence of pairwise disjoint subintervals

[xk, Vk] of I satisfies S \yk - Xk\ < d then S \f(yk) - f(xk)\ < e.
k k

Let Pe be the distribution of the X¿s, that is, Pe(A) = JAf(x — d)dx. The
sample X is then a single observation from the product P¿ of ? copies of Pe-

14
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The family of probability distributions {?? : ? > 0} is called a statistical ex-
periment or statistical model. When studying the efficiency properties of Sn¡a as
a test statistic for testing symmetry, we want the experiment {?? : ? > 0} to
be locally asymptotically normal (LAN) at ? = 0. The meaning of local asymp-
totic normality is convergence of the local statistical experiments indexed by the

parameter h, {?^ : h > 0}, to a normal experiment whose properties are well
studied. The idea behind local asymptotic normality is that under certain regu-
larity conditions a sequence of statistical experiment can be approximated by a
Gaussian experiment after a suitable reparametrization.

Let us fix a value ?0 (when testing symmetry, we have ?0 = 0) and rewrite
Pg as Pg™lh/ /^, a distribution depending on the parameter h. It turns out that
for "smooth" models ? ?—>· Pq the experiments

KnW^>0} and [N(KI^) :h>0},
where ??? is the Fisher information at ? = ?0, have similar properties when ? is
large. While the original experiment may be difficult to analyze, the limit one is
a tractable normal experiment which can give us information about the original
one. In the second experiment we observe a single observation from the normal
distribution with unknown mean h and known variance equal to the inverse of the
Fisher information.

The LAN condition can be used as a tool to study the behavior of statistics
under contiguous alternatives. "Contiguity" suggests sequences of probability
distributions living "on the top of each other" (in the limit).
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Definition 3. The sequence of probability distributions Qn is contiguous with

respect to the sequence Pn if Pn(An) —» 0 implies Qn(An) —> 0 for every sequence
of measurable sets An. This is denoted Qn < Pn. The sequences Pn and Qn are

mutually contiguous if both Pn < Qn and Qn < ^n- This is denoted PnOQn.

Now we give a formal definition of LAN in case of a real-valued parameter. A

general definition can be found in [3, Sec. II. 2] or [7, Sec. 7.6].

Definition 4. The sequence of probability distributions {Pe : ? > 0} is
locally asymptotically normal (LAN) at ? = ?? if there exist nonzero numbers rn
and Ig0 and a random variable An^0 -^- N(O, Ie0) such that

dP^n) -?,. 1
10S ,„? (?) = ??"?. - ^h0 + op(-)(l). (3.1)

For a normal experiment with parameters ? and s2 the LAN condition is
trivially satisfied with

1 JL p(")
^^ —nu /— o /

? ¿=?
J0 = - and ??,? = ^^ V X4 - iV(0, J0).

Indeed, let ??,..., Xn be independent normally distributed random variables,

each with pdf

f(?-?,s2) = -^e-^?-?)\
Then the joint pdf is

/(?;0,s2) = ^(?,-,?,s2) = —±¡— exp ( --L ¿(z¿ - 0)2G=1 (2p)2s» V 2s tí
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where ? = (??, . . . , Xn), and the log of the likelihood ratio is

è (¿*? -29E ^+""2 -S*?
\¿=1 i=l ¿=1

2s2

s^"* 2s2_?^s2^?' 2s2'¿=1 v î=l

It is well known (see Theorem 2.1 of [3]) that a regular shift experiment {PJj :
? > 0}, for which the Fisher information I0 = JR (f'(x)) /f(x)dx is finite, is LAN
at ? = 0 if the function f(x) is absolutely continuous:

dP{n) ?
log -^(X) = hAnfi - -h2I0 + o (B)(1),

where

?-? = ¿S ¿ lQg /(* - *)l*=o = --^ ¿(/7/)?·^ i=l V ¿=1

Therefore, under the validity of (Cl) and (C2), the sequence of shift experiments
{P¡n) : ? > 0} is LAN at ? = 0.

Under LAN condition (see (3.1)),

??$G p(«) / ? \1?d-^G(?) ^ N -^2/oÄ ' (3·2)CtJ Q \ /

where
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is the Fisher information, so that J0 = J*R (f(x)) /f{x)dx. Our goal is to calculate
the Pitman efficiency of tests based on Sn¡a, a E [0, 1/2). For this the knowledge of
the limit distributions of Sn¡a under both, the null hypothesis and the alternative,
is important. Note that we cannot simply use the results of [6] because, in our
context, the results of [6] only assure the asymptotic normality of Sn¡a under
H0 and under alternative X1, ... ,Xn ~ /(? — ?), with / symmetric about zero
and ? > 0 being fixed. In order to calculate Pitman efficiency we need more —
we need "locally uniform" asymptotic normality of Sn¡a under the sequence of
contiguous alternatives. With the help of Le Cam's third lemma we can obtain
locally uniform asymptotic normality of Sn}CC under the alternative once the limit
distribution of Sn¡a under H0 is known.



Chapter 4

Asymptotic properties of Sn^

4.1 Le Cam's third lemma

Le Cam's third lemma (see, for example, [7, Sec. 6.2]) tells us that if Pn and Qn
are sequences of probability distributions such that Qn is contiguous to Pn, and

Xn is a sequence of random variables satisfying

(X.,*§)&N(( " )(S ?), (4.1)
then

Xn % TV (µ + t, S), (4.2)

so that the asymptotic variance of Xn is the same under Pn and Qn, but the mean

differs by the asymptotic covariance r between Xn and the log likelihood ratio.

19
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For the shift experiment under consideration, that is, for which conditions (Cl)
and (C2) are satisfied, local asymptotic normality implies that the distributions

P0 and P^/l/ñ are mirkually contiguous, and therefore Le Cam's third lemma
can be used. The mutual contiguity of P0 and Py Zn- follows from the following
result.

Lemma 1 (Lemma 6.4 of [7]). Let Pn and Qn be sequences of probability
distributions on measurable spaces (On, An). Then the following statements are
equivalent:

(i) Qn<Pn.
(ii) If dPn/dQn -w U along a subsequence, then P(U > 0) = 1.
(iii) If dQn/dPn ~? V along a subsequence, then EV = 1.
(iv) For any statistics Tn : O? ?—> Rfc; IfTn —^ 0, then Tn —^ 0.

Let Pn and Qn be probability measures on arbitrary measurable spaces such

that

dQn

Because the lognormal variable on the right is positive, that is, ?(e?G^,s ) > 0) =
1, it follows that Qn < Pn by part (ii) of Lemma 1. The mean of the lognormal
distribution is EeN^,a ^ = eµ+2s . It is clear that the mean is equal to 1 if and
only if µ = — |s2, and under this condition we have Pn<Qn by part (iii) of Lemma
1. Thus, Qn < >Pn if and only if µ = -\s2, cf. (3.2).
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4.2 Limit distribution under alternative: gen-

eral scheme

A general scheme for deriving the limit distribution of a test statistic under the
alternative is as follows. First, assume the LAN experiment, so that (3.2) holds
true. Next, assume that the sequence of statistics Sn¡a can be approximated by
an average of the type

1 "V^(Sn,a - µa(0)) = -J= £>,Ä) + OP0(I), (4.3)Vn fc=l

where f?,a(^?) has mean zero and finite second moment. Many sequences of
test statistics allow approximation (4.3). For the statistic Sn¡a decomposition
(4.3) holds true in view of Lemma 3 in Section 4.3. For the sequel we need the
following result.

Lemma 2 (Slutsky's lemma). Let Xn, X, and Yn be random vectors or
variables. If Xn —> X and Yn —>· c for a constant c, then

Xn + Yn ^ X + c, XnYn ? cX.

It follows from (4.3) that the normalized statistic Sn>a has the form y/ñ(Sn¡a —
µa(0)) = ?? + ??, where ?? is the normalized sum of iid random variables, for
which the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) holds true:

?? = -J=¿>o,c*M P£ N(O1E[^(Xi)]),
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and ?? converges to zero in Pq probability. Therefore by Slutsky's lemma

V^(Sn,* - µa(0)) FS N(O, E^0JX1)]). (4.4)
Put

le(x) = log f(x -T), ie{x) = ^log f(X -0) = -^-^, /0(x) = -íM.
Next, in view of Slutsky's lemma and the CLT, it follows from (3.2) that the

random variable log —^p(X) can be represented as

lo.
dPf}r p(")

ß-^gf(X) = ?? + d?, (4.5)dP0

where Cn = "Tn= S£=? hîo(Xk) — ^h2I0 and d? converges to zero in Pq probability.
Indeed,

Var (^ f>M - ^2/o) = h*E (S(^i)) = ^ (y^y)2 = ^2/o'
and by the CLT the random variable Cn is asymptotically normally N (-^h2I0, H2I0)
distributed. Now applying Slutsky's lemma again and using relations (4.3) and

(4.5), we conclude that the limit distribution of the two-dimensional vector

-^¿ UoAXk), hi0(Xk) - \?2? ,
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is the same as that of

dPffrV^W- ,In(O)), log -^gf(X)dP¿

In particular, since ??0}a(??) = 0 the limit covariance of y/ñ(Snta — µa(0)) and
dP{n)

log -^(X) is

COV "? S MXk), I= S ^<>(**) - 9^2/°

= fcE AM*i)/o(*i)

Now we need the following result.

Theorem 1 (The Multivariate Central Limit Theorem). Suppose that
X = (Xi, . . . ,Xn)J is a random vector with a positive definite covariance matrix
S. Assume that EXf < oo. //Xi, X2, ... is a sequence of iid copies of X, then

Tn := -T(Xi - EXi) ? JV(O, S).V^ tí

It follows from the above that the vector

1 / · 1r" = "7= S ( ^o,a(^fe), M'o(Xfc) - 9^27C^n fc=i V Z

is the normalized sum of iid random vectors with asymptotic covariance matrix
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D ( E0^0(X1)] hEo[ih,a(Xi)Ìo(Xi)] . , ..„,,..„.,?a = I , where both Ê0Mtt(^i)]
\^ HE0Hj0^(X1)I0(X1)] H2I0

and /?2/? are finite. The matrix R01 is positive definite. Indeed, recalling that

l0(x) = —f'(x)/f(x) and that under the alternative h is positive, using the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality

det(Ra) = h2E0tyla(Xl)]I0-h2{E0[ipo,a{XiMXi)]/
= H2E0[^2JX1)JE0IiI(X1)] - h2 (EotyoAXiMXi)})" > 0,

with equality sign if and only if ?0??1) is proportional to (/'//) (X1) with prob-
ability one.

Therefore, applying the Multivariate CLT to Tn we get

« = ^S UoAXk), hio(Xk) - \h2I<¡)
3(«)

N
0

-\h2I0

\ (

)
E0[^2AXi)] hEotyoAXiMXi)}

y hEotyoAXiMXi)] h2I0

\

J J

and, in view of Slutsky's lemma,

?3?,a-µa(0)), log -5#(X)
dP,(n)

^ TV
/ / \

VV \h2I0
EMlAXi)] hEotyoAXiMXi)]

hEotyoAXiMXi)] ^2I0

\

)

\

)
(4.6)
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4.3 Limit distribution of Sn^ under null and al-

ternative hypotheses

The application of Le Cam's third lemma to \/n(Snta — µa(0)) yields (compare
(4.1), (4.2), and (4.6))

V^(Sn,a - /Za(O)) ^ N (fc£otyo,a(*l)/o(*l)], E0[^(X1)]) .
In order to obtain function ???a(?) in decomposition (4.3) for Sn¡a we will use
the following result. For a random sample X1, ... , Xn drawn from a continuous
distribution with cdf F(x), denote í/¿ = F(X1), i = I,..., ?. It is clear that
Ui,.. .,Un are independent uniform on [0, 1] random variables.

Lemma 3 (Corollary 1.1 of [6]). Under assumptions (A), (B), and (C),

Sn- ÍÍ J(u,v)k(F-1(u),F-1(v))dudv
= ^ S if J(U^v)k {F~\Ui)'F~\v)) dv - JJ2 J^v)k (F'1^), F'1 (v)) dudv
+~?(/ J{u,Ui)k (F-1M, F-1Wi)) du- ífj(u,v)k(F-1(u),F-1(v))dudv

+-irlf í h(u, v)dudv - EU1Ic1(U1, U2)71 ~t \JUi Jo

nh V" h
»1 /-1

+G y^ ( / / M«, v)dudv - EU2U2(U1, U2) ) + Rn,
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\Rn\ = O (n_1(mn)7) with probability 1, 7 > 2[\ß?\ + \ß2\ + 1).

h{u,v) = J«\u,v)k (F-1H, F-1^)) , Z = 1,2.

From Lemma 3 the function ^0,q is equal to

?,a(?) = /" J (F(x), v) k[x, F-\v))dv- ÍÍ J[U^k[F'1 («), F-\v))dudv
+ Í J[u,F[x))k(F-1[u),x)du- ? J[u,v)k[F-1[u)}F-1[v))dudv,

where for 0 < a < 1/2

J(u,v) = J0[u)J0[v), J0[u) = /[etil_a](u), k(x,y) = I(x + y < 0).

For the above functions k[x, y) and J[u, v), the assumptions (A*), (B), and (C) are
satisfied, and hence Lemma 3 can be used (see Note 1). With this choice of J(u, v)
the statistic Sn^01 is based on the middle portion of (1 — 2a) 100% observations,
that is, the «100% smallest and a100% largest observations are neglected.

In terms of the shift experiment {PJjK^ '¦ h > 0} under consideration, the
null hypothesis of symmetry introduced in Chapter 2 states that h = 0. The
alternative hypothesis (sequence of hypotheses) is H1 : h > 0. This alternative
Hi is a particular case of the alternative hypothesis of symmetry HA in Chapter
1.

A nice property of Sn a is that under H0 it is asymptotically distribution-free,
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that is, as shown below, its limit distribution is normal with asymptotic mean

and variance independent of the distribution from which the sample was drawn.

Moreover, for a wide class of distributions F(x — 9), the statistic Sn^ is consistent
against the alternative H\ : ? > 0.

Definition 5. Consider testing H0 : ? G ?0 C R versus Ha ¦ ? e ?? = ?\?0·
A sequence of tests with power functions ? ?-» p?(?) is consistent at level a0 against
the alternative Ha : 0 € ?? if it is asymptotically of level a0 and p?(0) —> 1 as
? —> co.

The consistency of the test based on Sn,a will be shown below, in Section 4.4,
after we get the result on the limit distribution of Sn¡a.

Using Lemma 3 and Le Cam's third Lemma we can now establish "locally

uniform" asymptotic normality of Sn¡a.

Lemma 4. Consider a shift model {P^, ^ '¦ h > 0} of continuous distributions
with pdf f{x — h/' \fn), where fix) is symmetric about zero and satisfies conditions
(Cl) and (C2). Then forh>0

^(^.«-^(-i))^ #(0,^(0)), ? -+ co,
where

(2a - I)2 ( /,F-1(1-Q) \µa(?) = l 0 ) +2T / fix)dx -(I -2a)/ (F-1Ca)) ,¿ \JF-i(o) /
s2(?) = 1/3 - 8a2 + (64/3)a3 - 16a4.
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Proof. By the symmetry of kernel k(x, y) = I(x + y < 0), the function ??,a(?)
in decomposition (4.3) has the form

f0,a(?) = 2 f J0(F(X)) J0(v)k(x,F-l(v))dvJo

-2 if J0(u) J0(V)Ic(F-1\u),F-l(v))dudv
= 2J1 - 2I2.

The first integral is equal to

h = f Jo(F(x))J0(F(t))k(x,t)f(t)dt= f a J0(F(x))k(x,t)f(t)dtJr Jf-1Co1)

= J0(F(X)) l(x + t<0)f(t)dt
JF-Ha)

= J0(F(X)) I f(t)dt
^[F-1(a),F-1(l-a)]n(-c»,-a;]

J0(F(X)) ¡;*1{a)dF(x) , HF(x)>a
0 , ifF(x)<a

J0(F(x)) (1 - F(x) - a) , if F(x) > a
0 , if F(x) < a

= (1-F(x)-q)/[Qi1_q] (F(x)),

where the last equality is due to the fact that J0(u) = I[a,i-a](u)·
For the second integral, denoting

Da = [F-^a), F-X(l - a)] ? [F'1 (a), F^(I - a)} ? {(s,t) e R2 : s + ? < 0},
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= ff J0(F(S)) J0(F(t))k(s,t)f (s) f(t)dsdt= ff dF(s)dF(t)J Jr2 J JDa
fF-l{l-a) r-s /-F^l-a)= / dF(s) i dF(t) = I (1 - F(s) - a) dF(s)Jf-T-[O) Jf-1Io) Jf-T-(O)

= / (1 — u — a)du = .Ja 2

From this,

?0,a(?) = 2[l-F(x)-a}I[a¡1.a](F(x))-(2a-l)2.

Observe that, as required in decomposition (4.3), EiJj0^(X1) = O and EiPl0(X1)
is finite.

Now, using the fact that any density function f(x) must satisfy Hm1-^00 f(x) =
Hmx^00 f(x) = O and that under H0 the density f(x) is symmetric about zero, we
get

HE0[^(X1)I0)X1)]

= HE0 J (2 (1 - F(x) - a) /[ß>1_ß] {F {?)) - (2a - I)2) ^M |
= h f (2 (1 - F(x) - a) I[Qil_Q] (F(x)) - (2a - I)2) f(x)dxJr

/•F_1(l—a) /-OO
= h I (2(1- F(x) -a)- (2a - I)2) df(x) -hi (2a- lfdf(x)J F-T- (a) J-ool(a) J—oo

/-F-1Cl-C*) /-F-^l-a)
2/i / (1 - F(x) - a) df(x) - h(2a - I)2 / df(x)Jf-T-(O) Jf-T-(O)
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= 2h (1 - F(?) - a) df(x)
JF-1Ca)

pF-^l-a)
= 2h f2{x)dx-2h{l-2a)f{F-\a)). (4.7)Jf-1 (a)

Next, denoting

s1(0) = WL(Xi)],

we have

^a(O) = / 1$Jx)f(x)dxJr

= /" (2 (1 - F(x) - a) /(O?1_a) (F(x)) - (2a - I)2)2 dF(x)Jr

= /(2(1- F(x) - a) /(O?1_a) (F(x)))2 dF(x) + (-(2a - I)2)2 / dF(.Jr Jr

+ 4 (-(2a - I)2) / ((I - F(x) - a)/(Q,i-a) (F(^))) ^)
Jr

= 4/ ° (l-F(x)-a)2dF(x) + (-(2a-l)2)2 / dF(x)JF~l(a) Jb,
/¦^-!(l-a)

+ 4 (-(2a -I)2) / (1 - F(x) - a) ¿F(x)Jf-1 (a)
pi—a pi= 4/ (l-«-a)2d«+(-(2a-l)2)2 / duJa Jo

pi—a+ 4 (-(2a - I)2) / (1 - u - a)du
Ja

/ pi—a pi—a pi—a \
= 4 ( / «2du + (a - I)2 / du + (2a - 2) / udu J

+ 4 (-(2a -I)2) ((I -a) / ° du - f ° udu\ + (-(2a - I)2)2
= 1/3 - 8a2 + (64/3)a3 - 16a
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Note that s2(0) is a decreasing function of a. Indeed, differentiating s2(0)
with respect to a we get

d
—-s2(?) = -16a + 64a2 - 64a3 = -16a(1 - 2a)2 < 0,

provided 0 < a < 1/2. Next we need the following lemma.

Lemma 5 (Corollary 1.2 of [6]) Under assumptions (A), (B), and (C), as
? —> oo

n1/2(sn- Í I J{u,v)k(F-1(u),F-1(v))dudv) ~> ?(0,s2)

where Sn is given by (2.1) and s2 is the joint variance of the summands in Lemma
3.

From Lemma 5 we get limiting normality of Sn¡a under H0:

Vn-(Sn,* - µa(0)) P£ N(O, s2 (O)), ? - oo,

where s2(0) as above and

µa(0) = E0Sn,a = I2 = (2a - l)2/2.

Thus, under H0 the statistic Sn^ is asymptotically distribution-free.
Next, under the alternative, by Le Cam's third lemma (see Section 4.1)

p(«)
?^(5„,«-µa(0)) ^n ?^?,??^???^,s??)), ? - oo,
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or equivalently,

V^ (sn,a - (µO(0) + ^?0[???????(??)])) ^ N(O, s2(0)), ? - ??,
with hE0[^a(Xi)Ío(Xi)] given by (4.7). In particular, under the alternative Hi :
h > 0, the asymptotic mean of Sn^0., ßa(h/ \/n), and the asymptotic variance of
Sn a multiplied by ?, s„(0), are

s2(0) = 1/3 - 8a2 + (64/3)a3 - 16a4.

The proof is completed. D

The following result is well known and can be found, for example, in [2, Ch.

2]. It follows immediately from Lemma 4 for a = 0.

Corollary of Lemma 4. Under the conditions of Lemma 4 os ? —? co

,(?)

where

?? (sn,Q - µ0 (A) ) PÌCn N (0, 1/3) .

µ0(?) = 1/2 + 20 / f(x)dx.Jr
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Note 4. If we wish to test the hypotheses

H0 : F(x) = 1 - F(-x), ? G R,

H2 : F(x) > 1 - F(-x), ? G R,

with inequality being strict on a set of positive length, we can use statistic

Sn,a = ^J—^^I[a,l-a}x[cc^-a]{i/{n^l), j/{n+ I))I[X^+ X{^ > 0),

with kernel k(x,y) = I (Xf + X(j) > 0) in place of k(x,y) = I(X(i) + X(j) < 0),
for which (compare with the above expressions for µa(?) and s2a(?))

(2a - I)2 ( G?'?(?~a) \~µa(?) = 2 ' -20U^1 /2Wx -(I -2a)/ (F-1^))I,
CT^(O) = 1/3 - 8a2 + (64/3)a3 - 16a4.

In this case, H0 is rejected in favour of H2 for small values of 5n>a. When a = 0
the statistic §?>a (and hence Sn}Cl) is asymptotically equivalent to the [/-statistic
which, in its turn, is equivalent to the Wilcoxon signed rank statistic. In other

words,

Sm = ^—^ S J(*« + x(j) ? °) = (2) S 1^i + Xj < 0)^ ' ?f? \ ' l<i<j<n

and

snfi = ^1T S J(*w + ?? > ?) = ß) S W + Xj ì °)^ ' ?F? ^ ' Ki<i<n
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are asymptotically as efficient as the Wilcoxon signed rank statistic.

Indeed, the Wilcoxon signed rank statistic can be written in the form (see page
125 of [2])

Wn= V J(Xi + X,- >0).n(n + 1) -¿—'n(n + 1)

For continuous distributions, this is asymptotically, as ? —» oo, equivalent to Sn^,
because

with prob. 1

n(n + 1)
2

7? — 1 -
Wn - —— 5n,on+ 1

S (1(X1 + X3X)))- S Wi + Xj > o))
í<i<j<n l<¿<j<rt

n(n + 1) S (1(X1 + x,. > o))
I=J

<

n(n + 1) S w* > °))
2 ?

n(n + 1)2 ? + 1

¿=i

0, ? —> oo.

4.4 Consistency of the test based on Sn^
Consider testing H0 : ? G ?0 versus HA : ? G ??. Suppose that test statistic Sn
is used and that H0 is rejected if Sn falls into a critical region Tfn. The power

function of a test based on Sn is

-Kn(O) = P0(Sn e Kn).
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In a local statistical experiment indexed by parameter h = 0y/n, the local power
function of the test based on Sn is defined as

7t(/?) = lim 7G„ I —t= J , h> 0.?^?? ? y'? J

The comparison of local power functions of tests is only of interest if the sequences

of tests are consistent at fixed alternatives (see Section 14.2 of [7] for details).
Let us show that under extra assumption on f(x) the test based on Sn¡a is

consistent against Hi : ? > 0. More precisely, when dealing with the test based

on 5n;Ct, where a G [0, 1/2) is a given number, in addition to conditions (Cl) and
(C2), we assume that

(C3) (log f)' (F-1W) >0.

This condition is satisfied, for example, for a unimodal symmetric density f(x)
with peak at ? = 0. Indeed, since F-1 (a) G (— oo, 0) for a G [0, 1/2) and unimodal
f(x) is increasing on (— oo, 0), it follows that log f(x) is also increasing on (-co, 0)
and hence (log/)' (-F-V)) > 0.

The power function of level cto test under consideration is

(a\ D f Vñ(Sn>a - µa(0)) \ I1 .TTn(O) = ?? I -j——y-^- > zao J , zao = F '(I - a0).

This is a nondecreasing function of ? (see formula (4.9) below). This fact will be
used later in Chapter 5.

It follows from Lemma 4 that the level «o test based on Sn¡a is consistent
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against ?? : ? > O if the relation

lim P, (?^.??°» > ? = , (4.8)
holds true. Using the results of the previous section, we have

Vñ(Sn,a - //«(0))
?—>oo
lim P0 [ ^-ttGt > zaoCa(O)

_ ,· ? ? ??^?,a - ^ (g) + {ßa{0) - /Zq(O))) ^ ?— lim r& — > zaon^oo \^ sa(?) /
t D ÍVñ(Sn,a - µa(?)) G µa{?) - /ia(0)= lim Zi9 I — > ?a? - V"- 77^V ^a(O) sa(°)?—*??

= hm P [Z > zaQ - ?/p -t , (4.9)?->?? \ sa(?) J

where Z ~ N(Q, 1), and µa(0) and sa$) are given in Lemma 4. Thus, if we show
that for ? > Q

( çF-\\-a) \</(a) := µa(?) - µa(0) = 2T / /2(?)? - (1 - 2a)/ (F^a)) > 0,
\-/F-i(e) /

the consistency at a fixed alternative will be proved.

Note that µa(?)-µa(0?) — 2T JRf2(x)dx > 0 when a = 0, and µa (?) - µa (Q) =
0 when a = 1/2. So, if g(a) is decreasing in a G [0, 1/2), then it follows that
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ßa(?) — µa(0) > O for all a G [0, 1/2). Applying the Leibniz integral rule, we get

rF-^l-a) g+ / ^/2(?)? + 2/ (F-1Ca))Jf-I (a) öa

-(1-2^/'(F-1H) da

(ZF"1 (a)(1-2^/'(F-1Ia)) da

/2^ - °» (/(F-Hl -a)) - TiFTW)) + 2/ ^1(ß»
-(1-2^/'(F-1Ia)) */(F-1W)

= -(I - 2a) (log /)' (F-1 (a)) < 0.

where the last inequality is due to condition (C3). Thus, we get that g'(a) < 0
and conclude that under (C1)-(C3) the test Snia, where a e [0, 1/2), is consistent
against H\ : ? > 0.



Chapter 5

Asymptotic efficiency of weighted

Wilcoxon-type tests

5.1 Concept of asymptotic relative efficiency

Sequences of tests can be compared by using the concept of relative efficiency.
Let X1, ... , Xn be a random sample from a distribution indexed by an unknown
parameter ? G ? C R. Consider, for example, testing the hypotheses

H0 : ? = ?0,

Ha '¦ ? F ?0.

Definition 6. Let ?t(a0, ß, ?) be the minimal sample size needed for the test
of level a0 based on {Tn}, where Tn = Tn(X1, . . .,Xn), to have the power larger
or equal to ß at point ? f ?0. Suppose that for testing the above hypotheses two

38
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sequences of test statistics (Tn) and {Sn} are available. The relative efficiency of
(Sn) with respect to (Tn) is defined by

JVrK ft O)

If the value of espiato, /5, T) is larger than 1, fewer observations for reaching the
power ß at the level a0 and the alternative value ? are needed with the sequence

{Sn}, which is considered the better one.
Relative efficiency has a substantial demerit. The value of of espilo, ß,?)

depends on three arguments (and two sequences of statistics). Therefore it is
extremely difficult to calculate this value. This difficulty can be overcome by

calculating the limiting values of espiato, ß,?) as Q0 —> 0, as ß —> 1, and as
? —> ?0, keeping fixed the values of the two remaining parameters. There are

three fundamental types of the asymptotic relative efficiency (ARE).
1. If for ß G (0, 1) and ? F ?0 there exists a limit

ef>T(/3,0) = limes,T(ao,/3,0),

then this limit is called the Bahadur ARE of the sequence {Sn} with respect to
{Tn}-

2. If for a0 € (0, 1) and ? F ?0 there exists a limit

es,TÌao,Q) = tim espiato, ß, ?),

then this limit is called the Hodges-Lehmann ARE of the sequence {Sn} with
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respect to {Tn}.
3. If for 0 < a0 < ß < 1 and ? —» ?0 there exists a limit

efT(aO)/?,0o) = ]im es,r(ao,/?,0),

then this limit is called the Pitman ARE of the sequence {<Sn} with respect to
{??}-

5.2 Pitman efficiency

The Pitman efficiency is a widely used tool in asymptotic comparison of tests.

With the regularity conditions which Pitman provided in the 1940's, the calcu-

lation of the Pitman efficiency becomes quite easy in many cases. In order to

calculate the Pitman efficiency egT(a0, ß,?0) we essentially need the asymptotic
normality of the test statistics Tn and Sn under the null hypothesis and under the
alternative.

Now, let 7Tn(O) denote the power function of the test based on Sn that rejects
the null hypothesis for large values of .Sn:

TTn(O) = P8(Sn > Cn).

A sequence of tests based on Sn for testing H0 : ? = 0 versus H1 : ? > 0 is called

asymptotically of level cto if

lim sup 7Tn(O) < «o-
n—>oo
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Assume that ? = On = h/y/ñ and consider the local limiting power function

TT (h) = lim 7Tn ( —= 1 , h > 0.TWOO \ Jn

Due to Pitman we have the following result which yields an expression for -?{?).

Theorem 2 (Theorem 14.7 of [7]). Let µ and s be functions of ? such that

----------— ~> N(0, 1), ? -»· oo, (5.1)

/lo/ds /or every sequence Qn = h/ \/h~. Suppose that µ is differentiable and that
s is continuous at ? = 0. Then the power functions p? of the tests that reject

Ho : ? = 0 for large values of Sn and are asymptotically of level a0 satisfy

n—>oolim p? ( -^= J = 1 - F I ?a? - /?—— ) , /? > 0,

where F is the cdf of a standard normal distribution and zao = F x(l — a0)·

The convergence (5.1) is referred to as locally uniform asymptotic normality.
The quantity µ'(0)/s(0) in Theorem 2 is called the slope of the test statistic ,Sn.

Two sequences of asymptotically normal test statistics can be compared by

comparing the sizes of their slopes. The square of the quotient of two slopes is

called asymptotic relative efficiency (ARE) of one test relative to the other. Next
theorem is often used for calculating ARE of two tests.

Theorem 3 (Theorem 14.19 of [7]) Consider statistical models {Pn,e '¦ ? >
0} such that \\ PnQ — Pn0 ||—> 0 as ? —> 0, for every n. Let 5n>i and Sn^ be
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sequences of statistics that satisfy (5.1) for every sequence Qn j O and functions
µ? and ai such that //¿ is difjerentiable at zero and s; is continuous at zero, with

Hi(O) > O and s,(0) > O. Then the relative efficiency of the tests that reject the
null hypothesis Hq : ? — 0 for large values of Sn¿ is equal to

c\ /V1(O)M(Q)V12 4 U(O)M(O); '

for every sequence of alternatives Qn \ 0, independently of significance level oíq > 0

ana power ß G (ao, 1), where

C1= lim ^ = 4M, i = i,2,n^oo s?(6>?) s?(0)'

is í/ie s/ope or efficacy of the test based on Sn¿ . If the power functions of the tests
based on Sn^ are nondecreasing for every n, then the assumption of asymptotic
normality of Sn¿ can be relaxed to asymptotic normality under every sequence
Qn = 0(W1/2) only.

It is noted in Section 4.4 that the power function 7Tn(O) of the test based on
Snta is nondecreasing in T. Therefore we may use Theorem 3 with Qn = h/y/n.

Also, thanks to local asymptotic normality of the shift experiment [P^ ^ : h > 0}
it is true that IIP, ?V- — Pn Il —» 0 as ? —? oo.

For large n, the slope measures the rate of change of the asymptotic mean of

Sn at the null hypothesis. A test with larger slope c responds faster to alternatives

and therefore have better local power properties.

Since our test statistics are asymptotically normal under the null and alterna-

tive hypotheses, we use Pitman approach to calculate their efficiency.
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5.3 Pitman slope of Sn^
Thanks to Lemma 4, the locally uniform asymptotic normality of Sn¡a holds true
with µa(?) and sa(?), where µa{?) is a linear function of T, and sa(?) is a constant
equal to sa(0). So, µa{?) is differentiable at zero and sa(?) is continuous at zero.
Therefore in order to calculate the slope µ'a(0)/sa(0) we can use Theorem 2. The
bigger the size of the slope, |µ^(0)/sa(0)|, the better the test for testing H0 : ? = 0
versus Hx : ? > 0. From Lemma 4 and Theorem 2 the slope of Sn a is equal to

µ'a(?)/sO(?) = 2 ?G-?)a) f2^dx - 2^1 - 2av (F"»)
^1/3 - 8a2 + (64/3)a3 - 16a4

When a = 0 the slope of Sn a becomes

^(0)/s0(0) = 2?/3 / f2(x)dx.Jr

5.4 Upper bound on the power function. Abso-

lute Pitman efficiency

In addition to the knowledge of efficiency of one test relative to another, the

knowledge of how test procedure is good (or bad) in an absolute scale is very
important. In this section we obtain the quantity that characterizes the absolute

quality of the test statistic Sn¡a.
Let X1 , . . . , Xn be a random sample from a family of continuous distributions
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{Pe '¦ ? > 0} with pdf f(x;0). Consider a local statistical experiment

(Xi,...,Xn)~{P^:h>0},

indexed by a local parameter h = y/??. Suppose we wish to test the hypotheses

H0 : h = 0 versus Hi : h > 0,

using a sequence of test statistics Tn = Tn(Xi, . . . ,Xn) such that H0 is rejected
in favour of Hx for large values of Tn. Let 7Tn(O) be the power function of the test
based on Tn:

t??(?) = P9(Tn > Cn).

Then if the following holds:

lim -Kn (h/y/ñ) = 1 - F(?a? - he), h>0, (5.2)
?—too

the asymptotically level «o test based on Tn is said to have slope c (see Theorem
2). Next result establishes upper bound on the limiting power function.

Theorem 4 (Theorem 15.4 of [7]). Let ? C RHe open and let f : ? ?-> R
be differentiable at ??, with nonzero gradient fß0 and such that f(??) = 0. Let the
sequence of experiments {Pn,ö : ? G ?} be locally asymptotically normal at ?? with
nonsingular Fisher information matrix Ie0, for constants rn —? oo. Then the power
functions ? ?—> p?(?) of any sequence of level «0 tests for testing H0 : f(?) < 0
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versus H\ : ?(?) > O satisfy, for every h such that ^e0h > O,

limsuP7r„(0o+-) <1-F?? —
-KiJ^Jb0 Wo

We will apply this theorem with k = 1, O0 = 0, f(?) = ?, and rn = n1/2.
A sequence of power functions ? ¡—> p?(?) in the original experiments induces
the sequence of power functions h ?—> 7Tn(O0 + h/y/ri) in the local experiments.
Suppose that p?(?0 + h/y/n) —> ir(h) for every h and some function it. Suppose
also that the sequence tt? is of asymptotic level a0 for testing H0 : ? < ?? versus

Hi : ? > ??. Then p(0) = lim 7Tn(O0) < c*o and hence p corresponds to a level a0
test for H0 : h = 0 versus /Z1 : h > 0 in the limit experiment.

By Theorem 4, under the LAN condition on the statistical experiment,

lim p(h/y/n) < 1 - F(?a? -hy/I¡>), h > 0, (5.3)
?—??)

where for any ? > 0

I0 = ?ß (J^log /(X1^
is the Fisher information. It follows from (5.2) and (5.3) that the square root of
the Fisher information y/Tç, is the largest possible slope:

c< y/To. (5.4)
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The quantity
c2

is the relative efficiency of the test with slope c and the best test. It measures the

absolute quality of the test with slope c. For this reason, we call this quantity the

absolute Pitman efficiency of the test with slope c.

5.5 Pitman efficiency of test statistic Sn^
Return to the test statistic Sn¡a defined in (2.2). Using (5.4), we obtain the
following upper bound on the slope squared:

(,4(O)K(O))2 < I0, (5.5)

where

h= f (f(x)f/f(x)d2
is the Fisher information at ? = 0 for the shift experiment under consideration.

Therefore, using the results of the previous sections, the absolute Pitman efficiency

of the test based on Sn¡a is equal to

4 ((i - 2a) / (F-») - /;;;£--> /2^*)2e(Sna) = ^ —P 5 J- . (5.6)V ' ; (l/3-8a2 + (64/3)a3-16a4)/R(/'(x))2//(x)dx V '
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In particular, for unweighted test statistic for testing symmetry, for which a = 0,

, x 12 ( L f2(x)dxY , se(Sn0)= „ Ur , ; ; ¦ 5.7

In the examples below, the underlying density has the form f(x — T), where

/Or) = ??/s)/s, (5.8)

for a known density /0 that is symmetric about zero, where s > 0 is an unknown

scale parameter. The corresponding cdf is F(x) = F0(x/a). Before proceed with
examples, let us rewrite formulas (5.6) and (5.7) in terms of /0. The numerator
on the right-hand side of (5.6) is equal to

/ /^F0-1 (i-a) \2
4 (1 - 2?)(1/s)/0 {aF0-\a)/a) - / (l/a2)f0(x/a)dxV ^1W /

= — (1 - 2a)/o (F0-1M) - / f{y)dy .

Next, f'(x) = (1/s2)/?(?/s), and the Fisher information in the denominator on
the right-hand side of (5.6) becomes

/ [(l/a2)K(x/a)]2/[(l/a)f0(x/a)}dx = (l/a2) f (/¿(y))2 /'f0(y)dy.Jr Jb.
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Thus we arrive at the following expressions for the Pitman efficiency:

4 ((I - 2a)/? (F0-V)) - l^-a) ß(x)dx)'
(1/3 - 8a2 + (64/3)a3 - 16a4) /R (f¡)(x))2/f0(x)dx<S^) = „,„ „ , . „.,,„,., „.,?,- ,,,, ^,,?, (5-9)

, N 12 ( L fí(x)dx)2e(Sn0) = -—Ur,/V · (5.10)

That is, the absolute Pitman efficiency of Sn>a is not affected by the scale param-

eter s.

5.6 Pitman efficiency of test statistic Sn,a

Consider test statistic Sn1Jx with kernel

k(x,y) = I(x + y<0),

and weight function

J(u, v) = J0{u)J0(v), Jq{u) = 7[0)1_a](«), 0 < a < 1/2.

This test statistic is based on the first (1 — a) 100% ordered observations. Let us
find function ?$a(?) in the decomposition

1 n
V^ (SSL - AiL1Ho)) = -?= EC(^) + 0Po(I)- (5.11)
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Acting as in the case of statistic Sn¡a we get

where /} and l\ are given and calculated below.

I™ = í J0(F(x))J0(F(t))k(x,t)f(t)dt= [ a J0(F(x))k(x,t)f(t)dtJr J-OO

= Jo(F(x)) / I(x + t< 0)f(t)dt
J-OO

= J0(F(X)) [ f(t)dt7(-00,F-1 (l-a)]n(-oo,-x]

J0(F(X)) J^{l-a) dF(x) , HF(x)<a
J0(F(X))J^dF(X) , iíF(x)>a
J0(F(x)) (1 - a) , HF(x)<a
J0(F(x))(l-F(x)) , iîF(x)>a

1 - a ,if F(x) < a
(1- F(x)) ?[0?_a] (F(x)) , iîF(x)>a

= (1 - max(F(x), a)) /[0,i-Q] (F(x)) .

Denoting

D™ = (-00, F_1(l - a)] ? (-s?, F_1(l - a)} ? {(s, t) G R2 : s + t < 0},

= <
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Then

j(l) = ff J0(F(s))J0(F(t))k(s,t)f(s)f(t)dsdt = ff dF(s)dF(t)
dF(s) I dF(t) = (1 - F(s)) dF(s)

OO J-OO J—0O

= I (1 - u)du = 2 ¦
',(!)From this, the function f0a(?) in decomposition (5.11) is as follows

?™(?) = 2/{1} - 2/f = 2(1- max(JF(x), a)) /[0i1_q] (F(x)) - (1 - a").

Next, cf. (4.7),

HE0^(X1)I0(X1)]
= HE0 J2 ((I - max(F(:r), a)) J[0>1_e] (F(s)) - (1 - a2)) ^l

= 2h f (1- max(F(x), a)) /[0il_a] (F(x)) ¿/(?) - h(l - a2) f df(x)Jr Jr

= 2h (1 - max(F(x), a)) df(x)
J-OO' -OO

rF-l(a) pF-^il-a)
2h{ (1 - a)df(x) + (1 - F(aO)d/(x)

J-oo JF-1^a)
/-F-1Cl-Ot)

= 2/i / /2(a:)? - 2/?a/ (F-1 (a)) .
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Also

WHO))2 = E0[^(X1)]2 =[ U$í(x))2 f(x)dx
= /(2(1- max (F(?), a)) /(0i1_q) (F{?)) - (1 - a2))2 dF(x)Jn

= /"(2(1- max (F(?), a)) /(0?1_a) (F(x)))2 dF(x)
+ (l-a2)2 ^dF(O;)Jr

-4 (1 - a2) /" ((I - max (F(?), a)) /(q,1} (F(x))) dF{x)Jn

(l-max(F(x),a))2dF(x)+(l-a2)2 / dF(x)•oo JB.
fF-\l-a)

-A(I -a2) (1 - max (F(x), a)) dF(x)
J—oo

( rF-x(a) rF-\\-a) \
= 4 / {l-afdF(x)+ {l-F{x)fdF{x)\\J-oo Jf-I(O) J

I (1 - a)dF(x) + / (1 - F{x)) dF{x)
+ (1 - a2)2 f dF(x)Jn
(pa pi—a \

/ {l-otfdu+ I (l-ufdu\
/ pa pi—a \ pi

- 4(1 - a2) Í / (1 - a)d« + / (1 - u) du J + (1 - a2)2 / du
= 1/3 + (4/3)a3 - 3a4

Then, using the results of Section 5.4, we conclude that the absolute Pitman
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efficiency of the test based on Sn,a is equal to

k "'"' (1/3 + (4/3)«= - 3a") /R (/<(:r))7/M<¿* '

Rewriting formula (5.12) in terras of /0, where /(?) = /0(?/s)/s, we have

4 (a/? (F0-») - //££-"> /02(?)?)2eCc(i)\ _ ? ^o w L (5 13)1 n'a) (1/3 + (4/3K _ 3a*) /R (f¿(x)f/f0(x)dx '
Using the same technique as above, similar results for Sn,L with Jo(u) =

I[a,i](u) can be obtained.

5.7 Examples

Using (5.9) and (5.10), we find the values of the absolute Pitman efficiency e(Snta)
for a = 0; 0.05, 0.1; 0.2; 0.25 for the following shift families: (a) normal, (b)
Laplace, (c) Cauchy. In the examples below, we are dealing with a shift ex-
periment, so in each case, the family is {f(x — T) : ? > 0}.

(a) Normal distribution. The pdf of a normal distribution with shift pa-
rameter ? and scale parameter s is f(x — T), where f(x) is of the form (5.8) with

Mx) = wr'/2·
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and

X „2

'·<*> = -wr "¦
Below for the calculation of e(Snta) we use formulas (3.321.3) and (3.326.2)

from [I]:

roo r^/ e*v{-q2x2)dx = *—, g>0,
G(7) m + 1—— , ß,m,n>0, 7 =
np7 ?

/•oo

/ xmexp(-/3xn)da:io

and the fact that the gamma function T(x) = /0°° e *?? 1Ut satisfies G(1/2) = -y/^"
and G(? + 1) = ?G(?). In view of (5.10) we have for a = 0

_ 12 (JRf0(x)dx)2 12(i/Re-*ads)2

¿^(Jr^^) 3x/2(/Re_x2^)
(27T)-VS Jr x2e-*2/2dx ^3/2 Jr X2e-xy2dx

= h^L 1 = 0 9549
7G3/2 23/2G(3/2)

Next, for a G (0, 1/2) by formula (5.9)

_ (2(1 - 2a)h (F0-1Ca)) - 2 ffi^ /02(x)dx)2
*ä(0)JR(/o(s))7/o(*)<fc

2

(2(1 - 2a)/0 (F0-1Ca)) - 2(2p)^ jg^ e^cte)'
(27r)-1/2(T2(0)/Ra;2e-x2/2c¿x
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(2(1 - 2a)(2tG)-1/26-(*?-1(«))2/2 _ p-? ¡^~a) e^dx)'
(2(1 - 2a)(27G)-1/26-(^1(«))2/2 _ p-? ¿£a-«) e-*dxj

-16a4 + (64/3)a3 - 8a2 + 1/3

Using statistical software R, we obtain quantiles of normal distribution and

values of e(Sn>a) for different values of a. These results are given in Table 1.

Table 1: Absolute Pitman efficiency e(Sn¡a) for normal distribution
a

F0-' (a)
F0-1U -a)

JFñ-Ha) e dX
eW«V

0

-oo

OO

1.7725

0.9549

0.05

-1.6449

1.6449

1.7370

0.4270

0.1

-1.2816

1.2816

1.6485

0.2179

0.2

-0.8416

0.8416

1.3578

0.0585

0.25

-0.6745

0.6745

1.1696

0.0285

Clearly, when the value of a increases the value of e(Sn¡a) decreases very fast. Ev-
ery time the proportion of the smallest and largest observations that are neglected

increases by 5% the efficiency e(Sn,a) decreases by more than 50%. When 10%
of the observations (5% smallest and 5% largest) are removed, a huge loss of effi-
ciency occurs. Therefore the weighted Wilcoxon-type statistic Sn¡a with positive
a should not be used when the observations come from a normal distribution.

(b) Laplace distribution. The pdf of Laplace distribution with shift pa-
rameter ? and scale parameter s is f(x — T), where f(x) has the form (5.8) with

Mx) = ?-™ = I ~2\e~x , if ? > 0,
\ex , if a;<0,
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and

— ?(>-?2e

/¿(s) = {
, if ? > O,

first derivative doesn't exist , if ? = 0,

, if ? < 0.2e

By the symmetry of /0 the Fisher information at ? = 0 is equal to

J0 = ???^-ìog Zo(K1 -T)) =[ (f0(x))2/f0(x)dx
/•oo

= 2/ (f0(x))2/f0(x)dx.

Therefore by (5.10)

e(Sn,o) = 4(/_°^/?2(?)^) _ 24 (J000 /02(x)da:):
(2/3) /0°° (/fa))2/fQ(x)dx ¡0°° (f¿{x)Y/f0{x)dx
3(f^)2 = 3 = 0 75

J0 e~xdx 4

Also, for a G (0, 1/2) thanks to (5.9) we get

e\bn,a)
2(1 - 2a)/? (F0-1Ja)) - 4 J^1^ /02(x)dx

2al(0)S™(f>(x))2/f0(x)dx
(2(1 - 2a)/? (Fp-^q)) -jj^-» \e^dx)

tol(0)J?M$%dx
(2(1 - 2a)/? (J0-1Ca)) - J^1'^ e^ds)"

s1(0) I000^dX
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(
-16a4 + (64/3)a3 - 8a2 + 1/3

Quantiles of Laplace distribution and values of e(5,n)Q) for several choices of a are
summarized in Table 2.

Table 2: Absolute Pitman efficiency e(»Sn)Q) for Laplace distribution
a

F0-1H
e\&n,a)

-OO

0.75

0.05

-2.3026

0.5192

0.1

-1.6094

0.3750

0.2

-0.9163

0.2046

0.25

-0.6931

0.1499

First, note that for Laplace distribution the classical (unweighted) test is not as
efficient as in the normal case. The quantity e(S„jQ) is decreasing in a. When
the number of smallest and largest observations that are removed increases, the
efficiency e(Sn¡a) decreases at a decreasing rate. When 10% of the observations
(5% smallest and 5% largest) are neglected, the loss of efficiency is considerable
but smaller than in Example 1. The weighted Wilcoxon-type statistics Sn>a with
positive a are also not recommended to use for Laplace distribution.

(c) Cauchy distribution. The pdf of Cauchy distribution with shift param-
eter ? and scale parameter s is f(x — T) with f(x) satisfying (5.8) and

We have

fo(x) =

/¿00

?

7?(?2 + 1)'

2x

p(?2 + 1)2'
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For the calculation of e(Sn>a) we use formulas (2.172) and (2.173.1) from [I]:

dx
a + bx + ex2

dx

2 b + 2cx l2arctan ?=—, ? = 4ac — ? ,? ?/?
b + 2cx

(a + bx + ex2)2 ?(a + 6x4- ex2)
+ 2c /"_

d7 ä
dx

+ òx + ex2

We apply these formulas with a = 1, 6 = 0, c=l and get

/ di ? 1
H— arctan t.

(1 + Í2)2 2(1 + ¿2) 2 (5.14)

In particular,

L dt

(1 + i2)2 2(T+I2T +21^11'
i=oo

t= — OO

p

(5.15)

We also use formula (2.147.2) from [I]:

xmdx ?
m— 1

+
m —

(1 + x2)™ 2n-m- 1 (1+x2)""1 2n - m - 1 J (1 + x2)™'
1 G xm~2dx
^l J (1 + x2)"

where m and ? are natural numbers, to get

x2dx
(1 + x2)3 3(1 + x2)2 3 7 (1 + x2)

dx

and formula (2.148.4) from [1] that gives

/: dx

(1 + x2)3
3!!

4-2!
arctan ?

p

8'
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Therefore by (5.10)

e(£>rc,o) 12(JRß(x)dx)2 12 (p 2 /r WTWdx)

3 (/r (?Wà) 3 (tt/2)2 _ 6
-3 Jr GW** p* (p/8) "Ir

= — = 0.6079.

For a e (0, 1/2)

&\Jn,a) — (2(1 - 2a)/0 (F0-1Ca)) -2 ¡gì™ f¡(x)dx)2
°l(0) ¡MW)*/fo(x)dx

(2(1 - 2a)/o (F0-1Ca)) - 2p~2 Jg1^ ^d*) '
(2(1 - 2a)/0 (F0-1Ca)) - 2p~2 ffi^ ^ds)'

^(0)4^ ^^^^dx
8tt-2 Í, \-% - p"1 /Sl"05 r^dx

^f(O)

-16a4 + (64/3)a3 - 8a2 + 1/3

Quantiles and values of e{Sn^a) for different values of a are presented in Table 3.
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Table 3: Absolute Pitman efficiency e(Sn}Cl) for Cauchy distribution
a O 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.25

F0-1 («) -oo -6.3138 -3.0777 -1.3764 -1

F0-1 (1- q) co 6.3138 3.0777 1.3764

eWra,a) 0.6079 0.5842 0.5166 0.3048 0.1971

We see from Table 3 that for Cauchy distribution the efficiency of test statistic

Sn>a is not very high. The quantity e(5njQ) is decreasing in a slowly. When 5%
smallest and 5% largest observations are removed, there is a small loss of efficiency

compared to the classical (unweighted) test with a — 0. Therefore, weighted tests
with small a are almost as efficient as unweighted test, but the efficiency in both

cases (weighted and unweighted) is not high.

Now we consider the test statistic Sn,a- Using (5.13), we find the absolute
Pitman efficiency e(SnyL) for a — 0; 0.05, 0.1; 0.2 for the same distributions as
above. Again, in each case, the family is {f(x — T) : ? > 0}.

(al) Normal distribution. Applying (5.13), we get

e(SÍÍ) = 4 (q/p (F0-1Cq)) - /gg-^ ß(x)dx)2
(ai1](a))2JK(f^x))2/f0(x)dx

ha^y^e-iF-1^)2'2 - p"1 f^1^ e^dxY\ JFo (°) )_
1/3 + (4/3)q3 - 3q4

This formula leads to the following table.
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(i)-Table 4: Absolute Pitman efficiency e(Sn,a) for normal distribution
a

Fo1W
,.F0-1Cl-O1) dx

e\bn,a)

0

-oo

1.7725

0.9549

0.05

-1.6449

1.7370

0.8828

0.1

-1.2816

1.6485

0.7170

0.2

-0.8416

1.3578

0.3023

We see from Table 4 that when a increases the efficiency e(Sn,a) decreases quite
slowly. When 5% largest observations are neglected, the loss of efficiency is small.
Therefore, in this case, the test statistic Sn,L can be safely used for testing symme-
try. When 10% largest observations are neglected, the loss of efficiency is bigger

but much smaller compared to statistic Sn¡a (see Table 1). Therefore statistic
Sn/a is more efficient than Sn¡a under normal distribution. In the presence of large
outliers, we can use statistic Sn,a with not very big a when the observations follow
normal distribution.

(bl) Laplace distribution. In view of (5.13) we have

<SU) (2(1 - 2a)/? (F0-V)) - 2/0F°'1(1-Q) ß(x)dx -2j™ft{x)dx
2(ai)1\a))2l0°°(f0(x))2/f0(x)dx

(2(1 - 2a)/o (F0-1Ca)) - 2 J^1^ \e^dx - 2 /0°° \e'^dx)2
2 (^V))Y^^

(2(1 - 2q)/q (F0-1Ca)) - (1/2) J^1^ e^dx - (1/2) J0°° e^dx
(41V)) sre~xac

((I - 2a)eFo-1(e> + \e2F^V> _ i)2
1/3 - 6a2 + (44/3)a3 - 9a4
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This formula gives the following table.

Table 5: Absolute Pitman efficiency e(Sn,a) for Laplace distribution
a

F0-1 (a)
eWn,a)

0

—oo

0.75

0.05

-2.3026

0.7200

0.1

-1.6094

0.6328

0.2

-0.9163

0.3408

Again, the efficiency e(Sn,a) is decreasing in a. When the proportion of large
observations that are removed increases the efficiency e(Sn,L) decreases at an in-
creasing rate. When 5% largest observations are neglected, the loss of efficiency
is small. As in the previous example, if 10% of the observations are neglected the
efficiency e(Sn,L) is larger compared to e(5n>a) (see Table 2). Therefore in the case
of Laplace distribution, we can use weighted Wilcoxom-type test statistics Sn,l',,a-

(cl) Cauchy distribution. Using the same formulas for integrals as we used
for the calculation of e{Sn>a) in case of Cauchy distribution, we get

8tt"

e\Sn,a)Dï -
1-2a

(F-1Ca))^+I
7G 1 G°°I1F-Ha) (x2+l)ttwdx

(^(0))'
8p-2 1-2a

(F0-1 (a))Ul
p -1 / p JO-1M

2(1+(F0-1H)2)^-rgY-|arctan(F01(o!))
1/3 - 6a2 + (44/3)a3 - 9a4

This formula leads to the following table.
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Table 6: Absolute Pitman efficiency e(Sn,a) for Cauchy distribution(I)'

a

F0-1W
e\^>n,a)

O

-oo

0.6079

0.05

-6.3138

0.6027

0.1

-3.0777

0.5679

0.2

-1.3764

0.3492

From Table 6, when a increases the efficiency e(SÌJa) decreases. When 5% largest
observations are neglected, the loss of efficiency is very small. When 10% largest
observations are removed, the loss of efficiency is bigger compare to Sn,a with
5% smallest and 5% largest observations removed (see Table 3), but still small.
Therefore for Cauchy distribution and small a > 0 the test statistics Sn,L are close
to unweighted statistic Snio, from the efficiency point of view. However, in both
case (weighted and unweighted), the Pitman efficiency is not high.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this thesis, we calculate the Pitman efficiency of weighted Wilcoxon-type test

statistics with smallest and/or largest observations removed, Sn¡a and 5„,¿, and
compare them with the classical statistic for testing symmetry that is equivalent

to the Wilcoxon signed rank statistic. The parameter a G (0, 1/2) controls the
amount of observations removed from the sample when we construct Sn¡a and
Sn,a- In Chapter 5 we obtain formulas for finding Pitman slope and for calcu-

lating the absolute Pitman efficiency of SniCC and S„;¿. These formulas are our
main results and they are new. The formulas can be used for comparing the

weighted Wilcoxon-type tests with other tests for symmetry existing in the liter-

ature that are based on asymptotically normal test statistics. Unlike many tests

for symmetry, the tests based on S„i0: and Sn,¿ with a G (0, 1/2) are resistant
to the presence of outliers. The results are illustrated by examples with normal,

Laplace, and Cauchy distributions. From the efficiency point of view, for normal

and Laplace distributions, the Wilcoxon-type statistic Sn1A is better than Sn)Q
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when a G (0, 1/2). Therefore, in these two cases, in the absence of small outliers,
SnJx is preferred to Sn>a. For Cauchy distribution the loss of efficiency for Sn^
is smaller than for Sn)*. However, in this case, even the Wilcoxon signed rank
statistic whose efficiency is higher, is not recommended for use. Using the effi-
ciency formulas of Chapter 5, the Pitman efficiency of test statistics Sn¡a and Sn,a
for other distributions can be found, and the comparison of the existing tests of
symmetry with tests under consideration can be made.
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